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Reliability is our business. It’s what we stand for.
For nearly 70 years, TRIAX has strived to be your
preferred partner for all your connectivity needs.
We’re proud to provide reliable solutions for the
present, while connecting our customers to the
future.
At the forefront of technological trends and
developments, we’re with you each step of the
way, from installing home connections and
business critical hospitality solutions, to realising
complex, large scale integrations.
Ready for any job at hand, our products are
available individually or as part of tailor-made

solutions. From aerials and dishes, to headends,
outlets, cables and beyond – we make
connectivity easy, ensuring you live up to your own
customer promises.
Rest assured that at TRIAX, reliability and
innovation run through the core of everything we
do, from product development to our friendly,
efficient service and support.
So enjoy browsing through this catalogue for an
overview of our full product range. And of course,
we’re always just a phone call away for more
inspiration towards your next solution.

Contact TRIAX
To place an order or consult one of our experts, contact us via:
Phone:
e-mail:

+45 76 82 22 00
triax@triax.com

Or pay us a visit online at www.triax.com, where you’ll find a
wealth of further material about our products and solutions.
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Headend
CAS system
Modulators

- TDX
- TDH800
- CSE Compact

Coax cables - indoor, Outdoor, Fly leads, Connection, HDMI and CAT cables
F connectors
IEC connectors
Tools & accessories
Power cables and electricity articles
Outlets
Taps & Splitters

- CATV modem multimedia outlets
- MATV/SMATV TV/radio, TV/radio/sat outlets
- SAT, SAT/TV/Data outlets
- Bonita, Platinum, Gold, Silver and Outdoorseries
- Accessories

Internet over TV cables
SAT>IP solution

TERRESTRIAL
RECEPTION
SATELLITE
& FIBRE
RECEPTION

- MCT series & accessories
- SPM series & accessories
Satellite, TER, Cable - CPM 1700 series & accessories
- UPM 2300 and UPM 3500 series & accessories
Optical power metre - TOM & TSO

INSTRUMENTS SURVEILLANCE
TOOLS &
(CCTV)
CABINETS

- TVI 720 (1.3 MP)
- Domes Fixed, Varifocal Dome, Fixed Bullet, Varifocal Bullet
- TVI 1080 (2.0 MP)
- Domes Fixed, Varifocal Dome, Fixed Bullet, Varifocal Bullet
- IP (2.0 & 4.0 MP)
- Fixed Turret, Varifocal Dome, Fixed Bullet, Varifocal Bullet
- DVR analogue, HD-TVI & IP, NVR network for IP cameras

Introduction to terrestrial aerials, basic technical requirements & data in the catalogue
Planning & installation, earthing
Frequency range of waves, TV standards, Frequency range & Channels
Carrier frequencies, colour and broadcasting
Signal level: mV to dBµV - dBµm to mW

TECHNICAL
APPENDIX

Cameras

CABLE TV
(CATV)

Hybrid Fibre Coax optical transmitter (HFC)
Hybrid Fibre Coax receiver and nodes (HFC)
Coax Broadband Distribution Amplifiers
Coax Apartment Amplifiers
catTV system

HEADENDS
CAS SYSTEM
MODULATORS

TD satellite dishes, DAP fibreglass dishes
Fibre optic network components (Re-converter, multiswitches, couplers, cable & accessories)
Coax network components (LNB units, brackets, stand-alone and Cascadable multiswitches, DiSEqC switches)
Mounting accessories

INHOUSE
OUTLETS
CABLES &
CONNECTIVITY TAPS & SPLITTER CONNECTORS

Aerials - LTE aerials
Mast amplifiers, stop filters, combiner, LTE filters & power supplies
Indoor multiband amplifiers
Programmable amplifiers

Video Recorders
Accessories
Satellite meters
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Notes

TERRESTRIAL
RECEPTION

SATELLITE
& FIBRE
RECEPTION

CABLE TV
(CATV)

HEADENDS
CAS SYSTEM
MODULATORS

CABLES &
CONNECTORS

OUTLETS
TAPS &
SPLITTER

INHOUSE
SURVEILLANCE INSTRUMENTS
CONNECTIVITY
(CCTV)
TOOLS &
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